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NYC	FIRST	Team	One	of	20	out	of	32,000	Globally	Named	as	Finalist	for	
Global	Innovation	Award	

 
NEW YORK, April 27, 2018 – The St. Clare Transformers #1 FIRST LEGO League (“FLL”) team has 
advanced to the Global Innovation Award Semi-Finals, as one of 20 teams to reach this honor out of 
32,000 teams globally that compete in FLL.  The Transformers #1 is based on Staten Island and will 
travel to the Eighth Annual Global Innovation Award event, to held in San Jose, California, from June 19-
21, 2018. 

The first place winner of the Global Innovation Award will receive $20,000 to continue to pursue their 
innovative solution or participate in FIRST programs. Two runners-up will each receive $5,000. 

Inspired by their art teacher, the St. Clare team invented an environmentally safe and easy way to recycle 
dirty paint water, a significant recycling issue.  The team named its project the Artist's Miracle, and their 
product seeks to help people reuse water in schools, art studios and homes. 

The FIRST LEGO League Global Innovation Award is an international competition designed to showcase 
the real-world, innovative solutions that FIRST LEGO League teams create as a result of their project.   

 

About NYC FIRST  

NYC FIRST runs hands-on, project-based STEM education programs and robotics competitions for 
thousands of K-12 students across the five boroughs.  NYC FIRST runs four robotics leagues for over 500 
teams, serving 7,000 K-12 students across the five boroughs, and has run these programs for 18 years.  
NYC FIRST recently launched a STEM Center initiative, which brings together expert teachers and 
advanced equipment in centralized locations to provide critically important resources to underserved 
schools and communities, as well as groups underrepresented in the STEM fields.  The sharply focused 
goal is to help unlock the creative potential of students from these groups.  The first STEM Center was 
opened at the new Cornell Tech campus in September 2017.  Students participate in school-day, after-
school, weekend and summer programs and courses.  Participation in NYC FIRST programs has a 
positive impact on the lives of students, increasing college attendance, majors in science and engineering, 
participation in internships, and involvement in community service.  Please visit www.nycfirst.org. 
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